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Abstract
We describe a new harmonic tidal analysis method, which constrains the solution to be near a reference model. This regu-
larization stabilizes the linear regression, allowing us to infer model parameters for each tidal harmonic. This overcomes the
need to create a priori groupings of harmonics. The inversion is done iteratively by adjusting the reference model to reduce
the data misfit. The frequency dependence of the solution is thus data-driven. We find models for the different spherical
degrees independently. Our procedure allows narrow-band variations of the tidal admittance. We test the hypothesis that some
of the temporal variations of tidal parameters found in previous studies were caused by inappropriate body tide models in
combination with a priori wave grouping. We determine a local response model from 11.5 years of data recorded by the
superconducting gravimeter SG056 at Black Forest Observatory (BFO, Schiltach). Using this as an a priori model in a non-
regularized moving window analysis of wave groups composed from summed harmonics, we find that periodic variations of
groups M1, K1, μ2, N2, L2, and S2 are reduced by up to a factor of 7 compared to earlier studies. Some variations previously
seen in the M2 group are captured as well.

Keywords Tidal analysis · Time variable gravity · Regularization · Superconducting gravimetry · Earth tides

1 Introduction

Tidal analysis of data from some location provides the admit-
tance at that specific location between the tidal forcing and
the observed data to express properties of the Earth of dif-
ferent origins. The most common approach to tidal analysis
expresses the tidal signal as a sum of sinusoidal constituents
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(tidal harmonics; Doodson 1921), using a linear regression to
determine the complex amplitude factors (tidal parameters).
Cartwright (1999) gives a historical overview of the develop-
ment of the harmonic method, and Wenzel (1997a) provides
the theoretical basis of recent implementations. Dierks and
Neumeyer (2002) present a review and comparison of three
implementations. In the gravity community, two widely used
programs areBAYTAP-G (Tamura andAgnew2008; Tamura
et al. 1991) and Eterna (Wenzel 1996, 2022); the latter has
become a de facto standard in theEuropean tidal gravity com-
munity. Schüller (2015, 2020) presented an extended and
improved version calledETERNA-x. All of these approaches
seek model parameters for a priori defined groups (sums) of
harmonics which minimize the residual between the model
predicted tidal signal and the recording without additional
constraints.

Meurers (2004, his Fig. 5) presents a moving window
analysis (MWA) of the gravity data from the superconduct-
ing gravimeter (SG) at Vienna for O1 and M2, showing an
annual variation of gravimetric factor for M2. The varia-
tion of both factors is in the order of magnitude of 0.2 per
mille. The admittance of the solid Earth is not expected to
vary on these time scales. Meurers (2004) discusses model
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errors in the air pressure correction as a possible cause. Sim-
ilar observations are reported by Jahr (2015). Meurers et al.
(2016) extended this investigation for M2 to nine European
SG stations. The relative amplitude of variation of gravimet-
ric factor there is in the range from 0.14 per mille to 0.33 per
mille, where amplitude increases with increasing amplitude
of ocean loading for M2 (Meurers et al. 2016, their Table 3
and Fig. 3). They confirm the annual variation of parameters
and suggest an additional variation with 8.85years period.
They discuss ocean loading as a possible cause, along with
numerical artifacts in the analysis, and artifacts caused by
unstable calibration and improper preprocessing. Accord-
ing to these authors, the 8.85-year period variation might
point to ocean loading being different for forcing at spheri-
cal degree 2 and degree 3, a problem recently investigated by
Sulzbach et al. (2022). The variation they observe could be
explained by tidal parameters depending on frequency and
spherical degree. The available length of the time series does
not allow for the required frequency resolution in the tidal
analysis. Merriam (1995) already reported satellite harmon-
ics of M2 in tidal analysis residuals, which are equivalent
to an annual cycle of M2 admittance with a relative ampli-
tude of 0.54 per mille. They are found in an analysis of data
from the SG at Cantley using the response method. He sus-
pected large-amplitude ocean loading in the Bay of Fundy to
cause this signal. Systematic variations of tidal parameters for
the SG056 at BFO Schiltach with different periodicities are
reported by Schroth (2013) for different tidal wave groups.
Schroth et al. (2018) present a detailed catalog of temporal
variations seen for 19 European and global SG stations in
moving window analyses of 12 wave groups. For European
stations, they report annual variations for M2 of up to 0.8 per
mille and for K1 in the order of one per mille, as well as semi-
annual variations for S2 of a few per mille. Most remarkable
are the variations with a period of 8.8years which they find
for N2 in the order of 1.5 per cent and for L2 in the order
of 10 per cent. Data from some stations close to the sea are
found to produce even larger and irregular variations (e.g.,
Onsala, Ny-Ålesund, and Syowa).

In their discussion, Schroth et al. (2018) rule out effects
of instrumental origin. As possible causes, they consider
shortcomings of the body tide model used in the analysis, a
time-dependent response of the entire Earth including ocean
loading, and cross talk between analysis parameters. Vari-
ations seen with a period of 8.8years strongly suggest an
inappropriate ratio of tidal admittance to forcing at spherical
degree 2 and degree 3, since the affected groups contain satel-
lite harmonics of significant amplitude and different degrees.
Eterna 3.40, as used by Schroth et al. (2018), assumes
the ratio between the admittance of the degree 2 tides and
the degree-3 tides given by the Wahr–Dehant–Zschau model
(Wahr 1981; Zschau and Wang 1985; Dehant 1987; Dehant
et al. 1999). This is a theoretical body tide model and by

definition does not account for ocean loading or atmospheric
signals. A ratio not matching the total response of the Earth
would create an incorrect modulation in the synthetic tidal
gravity time series. Schroth (2020) investigates loading con-
tributions from the oceans and the atmosphere as well as
non-tidal radiation driven signals as a source of temporal
variations of the apparent admittance.

Most tidal analysis methods do not support the separate
handling of tidal harmonics of different degrees. Investi-
gations of the admittance for degree 3 tides, as presented
by Melchior et al. (1996) and Ducarme (2012), are rare.
ETERNA-x (Schüller 2015, 2020) provides means to sepa-
rate the degree 3 admittance and is used by Sulzbach et al.
(2022) for this reason.

The duration of the time series limits the obtainable fre-
quency resolution. With conventional implementations, it
is impossible to handle all tidal harmonics listed in cata-
logs like those by Tamura (1987) and Hartmann and Wenzel
(1995) individually. A priori wave grouping is required, usu-
ally based on the Rayleigh criterion, though not taking into
account the actual resolution limited by the signal-to-noise
ratio of the data (Munk and Hasselmann 1964; Ducarme and
Schüller 2018). Tidal analysis then seeks only an admittance
for the sum of harmonics in a group, whose relative sizes are
as predicted by the a priori tidemodel.An incorrect frequency
dependence of the model will cause beats (time variations)
that are also incorrect (Schroth 2020). Schüller (2015) argues
that wave grouping should always occur at a maximum pos-
sible resolution.

We introduce an approach to tidal analysis that uses a con-
straint with respect to a reference model. This allows us to
abandon a priori wave grouping. We thus can search for har-
monics which show a different dependence on frequency and
spherical degree than assumed in the a priori body tidemodel.
We use this method to create a local response tidal model,
without time variations in its parameters, for SG056 at BFO
Schiltach using 11.5years of data. In this model, the admit-
tances to tidal forcing at different harmonic degrees are kept
separate. We also separate tidal parameters directly affected
by solar radiation at S1 and allow for a detailed frequency
dependence in the diurnal (K1) and semi-diurnal (M2) band.
We use these results as our a priori model in a MWA, using
12 wave groups without any prior constraint. This analysis
shows much smaller time variations of tidal parameters than
found by Schroth et al. (2018), demonstrating that the local
response model removes causes of false temporal variations
in tidal parameters.

2 Theory andmethod

Based on a tidal catalog giving amplitude and phase for a
harmonic development, we compute the gravity signal for a
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rigid oceanless Earth. The approach we take can be applied
to any tidal observation, be it gravity, strain, tilt, or sur-
face displacement. The theory introduced in the following
uses symbols appropriate for observation of tidal gravity. For
measurements of gravity, the complex admittance of themea-
surements referred to grig(t), is expressed by a pair of tidal
parameters; the ‘gravimetric factor’ δ( f ) and the ‘phase lead’
�( f ), both functions of frequency f . We use δl and �l for
these tidal parameters for tidal harmonic grigl (t) at frequency
fl .
In a linear regression approach, we fit the synthetic tidal

gravity signal gsyn(t) to both ‘observed gravity signal’ g(t)
and local barometric pressure p(t), the latter to account for
gravity fluctuations caused by changes in the local atmo-
sphere. Signal gsyn(t) is computed by a development of tidal
harmonics grigl (t) scaled by δl and shifted by�l .We compute
the synthetic data for an a priori body tide model and seek
for adjustment factors to these parameters, by minimizing
the data misfit in a least-squares sense.

Unlike conventional approaches such as those described
by Wenzel (1997b), we add a model constraint to the objec-
tive function, which is commonly known as ‘Tikhonov
Regularization’ or ‘Ridge Regression.’ The parameters are
constrained to be close to reference values, deviating from
the reference only if justified by a significant decrease of
data misfit. This removes the instability created by trying
to determine parameters for tidal harmonics closely spaced
in frequency or of very small amplitude. In conventional
approaches, this instability is removed by summing harmon-
ics closely spaced in frequency, a so-calledwave group.Wave
grouping is a model parameterization where tidal harmonics
are organized in frequency bands (Venedikov 1961; Cho-
jnicki 1973). Harmonics within the same frequency band are
scaled by a common factor. Individual harmonics cannot be
distinguished in the signal.

We next define the mathematical symbols and elementary
equations for the new approach, and some are summarized
in the glossary (Appendix A.1).

2.1 Theory

2.1.1 Tidal signals

With a tidal catalog of L harmonics, the rigid Earth tide at a
given location is

grig(t) =
L∑

l=1

grigl (t)

=
L∑

l=1

Al cos
(
2π fl t + φl

)
(1)

with harmonic frequency fl . The amplitude Al and the phase
φl are computed from the information given in the tidal cat-
alog based on the station’s location on the Earth’s surface.
For simplicity in the description, we neglect the slight time
dependence (e.g., Bartels 1957; Cartwright and Tayler 1971;
Tamura 1987; Hartmann and Wenzel 1995) of amplitude
Al(t) and the exact astronomical arguments (e.g., Simon et al.
1994; Tamura 1987), which results in a nonlinear time scale
in the cos-function. The essential point is that grigl (t) can be
computed precisely for each given point in time.

The synthetic tidal gravity signal for a given model

gsyn(t) =
L∑

l=1

gsynl (t)

=
L∑

l=1

δl Al cos
(
2π fl t + φl + �l

)
(2)

accounts for the admittance of the solid Earth by the tidal
parameters δl (gravimetric factor) and �l (phase lead). To
express the tidal analysis problem with linear parameters,
we rewrite the synthetic signal as

gsynl (t) = Xl C
rig
l (t) + Yl S

rig
l (t) (3)

with the rigid Earth tide signal

C rig
l (t) = Al cos

(
2π fl t + φl

)
(4)

and its quadrature

Srigl (t) = Al sin
(
2π fl t + φl

)
. (5)

We use symbols similar to those used by Wenzel (1997a).
The ‘tidal model’ is specified by the linear parameters

Xl = δl cos(�l) and Yl = −δl sin(�l). (6)

The conventional model parameters then are gravimetric fac-
tor

δl =
√
X2
l + Y 2

l and phase �l = − arctan
Yl
Xl

. (7)

2.1.2 Objective function

To set up the inverse problem, we express the signals by the
time series samples

gk = g(tk), pk = p(tk),

C rig
kl = C rig

l (tk), and Srigkl = Srigl (tk), (8)
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where k = 1 . . . K and p(t) is a recording of local air pressure
and g(t) is recorded gravity. All of these signals are filtered
and tapered (application of a time-domain window function)
prior to the analysis in a consistent way. We compute the
synthetic tides for an a priori (initial) model with parameters
X ini
l andY ini

l . Quantities X andY are real and imaginary parts
of the complex admittance to which the adjustment factors
xl and yl are applied. The final model parameters then are

Xfin
l = xl X

ini
l − yl Y

ini
l (9a)

and

Y fin
l = yl X

ini
l + xl Y

ini
l . (9b)

Factors xl and yl initially are set xl = 1 and yl = 0. Hence,
the factors Xl and Yl mostly vary smoothly with frequency
fl , but the initial model also captures other frequency depen-
dence, notably the resonance due to the free core nutation
(FCN) in the diurnal band. The structure of Eq. (9) is such
that the adjustment factors can introduce an additional phase
shift

��l = − arctan
yl
xl

(10)

even in the case where Y ini
l might be zero. In that sense, the

initial parameters define an initial synthetic tidal signal

C ini
kl = X ini

l C rig
kl + Y ini

l Srigkl (11a)

and its quadrature

Sinikl = X ini
l Srigkl − Y ini

l C rig
kl . (11b)

The synthetic tidal gravity signal in Eq. (2) thus is

gsyn(tk) =
L∑

l=1

xl C
ini
kl + yl S

ini
kl . (12)

Beside minimizing the data misfit only, as in conventional
tidal analysis (Wenzel 1997a, b), we also add a model con-
straint to the objective function

E(xl , yl , r)

= 1

K σ 2

K∑

k=1

(
gk − r Rini pk −

L∑

l=1

(
xl C

ini
kl + yl S

ini
kl

)
)2

+ α2

2L + 1

{(
r − r ref

)2

+
L∑

l=1

[(
xl − x refl

)2 + (
yl − yrefl

)2
]}

. (13)

Here, Rini is an a priori admittance to air pressure and r
is the adjustment factor to this.

The second term (in curly braces) of Eq. (13) expresses
a model constraint normalized by the number of parameters
2L + 1. When minimizing

E(xl , yl , r) → min (14)

with respect to xl , yl , and r , model parameters that are close
to their reference values x refl , yrefl , and r ref, respectively, will
be preferred. Model parameters will only deviate from the
reference if the data misfit expressed in the first term of
Eq. (13) is significantly reduced. The solution of the opti-
mization problem seeks a compromise between minimizing
the datamisfit on the one hand and keepingmodel parameters
within range of the reference values on the other hand. The
trade-off parameter α adjusts the emphasis on one criterion
over the other. Wave grouping is not needed.

The σ should specify the expected rms amplitude of the
noise level in the data in units of data which makes the
expression dimensionless. A normalized data misfit near
unity indicates that the fit is successful with respect to the
noise level. A smaller value would indicate overfitting of the
data.

2.1.3 Finding the minimum

The parameters xl , yl , and r which minimize the objective
function in Eq. (13) are the solution of a system of linear
equations, which is found by searching the stationary point
with

∂E

∂xl
= ∂E

∂ yl
= ∂E

∂r
!= 0 ∀ l = 1 . . . L (15)

as is common for least-squares problems.To set up the system
of linear equations, we collect the regressors in the so-called
forward operator matrix GGG with

Gkl = C ini
kl for l = 1 . . . L, (16a)

Gk(L+l) = Sinikl for l = 1 . . . L, and (16b)

Gk(2L+1) = Rini pk . (16c)

Model adjustment factors are collected in parameter vector
�m with

ml = xl for l = 1 . . . L, (17a)

m(L+l) = yl for l = 1 . . . L, and (17b)

m(2L+1) = r . (17c)

We let Rini have units of 1 nm s−2 hPa−1 so that all
columns in GGG have units of 1 nm s−2 and all ml (l =
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1 . . . 2L + 1) are dimensionless. The signal vector of syn-
thetic gravity then is

�gsyn = GGG �m. (18)

and

E( �m) = sd
2
(
�g −GGG

(
δ �m + �mref))2 + α2 sm

2 (
δ �m)2

,

(19)

where the elements gk of vector �g are the samples of observed
gravity and δ �m = �m − �mref is the update of the adjustment
factors (model parameters) with respect to their reference
values. We abbreviate the scaling factors

sd = 1

σ
√
K

and sm = 1√
2L + 1

. (20)

By substituting

�a = sm δ �m, (21)

AAA = sd
sm

GGG, and (22)

�d = sd
(�g −GGG �mref) (23)

we find the system of linear equations

(
AAAT AAA + α21

) �a = AAAT �d. (24)

Its solution �a satisfies the least-squares condition in Eq. (15).
We find the solution by computing the singular value decom-
position of the matrix

AAA = UUU 


VVV T , (25)

whereUUU andVVV are the orthonormal matrices of eigenvectors
in data space and model space, respectively, and where




 = diag(λ j ) (26)

is the diagonal matrix of singular values, of which N ≤
(2L + 1) are nonzero with λ j > 0. The factorization has to
be computed only once to find the solution

�a = VVV diag(η j )



−1UUUT �d (27)

for any value α, which controls the filter factors

η j = 1

1 + α2

λ2j

(28)

in the diagonalmatrix diag(η j ). From this solution, the vector
of model parameter adjustment factors is obtained by

�m = �mref + √
2L + 1 �a. (29)

2.1.4 Finding the optimal parameters

The solution in Eq. (29) to the optimization problem in
Eq. (14) not only depends on the recorded gravity �g and
air pressure �p. It is deliberately controlled by the choice of
the reference model �mref and the trade-off parameter α, in
particular. We commonly choose the value of α by trial and
error from a set of solutions computed for different values.

For large α, the improvement of the model will be small.
At the opposite end, for small α the data will be overfitted by
using unreasonable model parameters. This can be expressed
by the trade-off between distance to the reference model

�m(α) = | �m(α) − �mref|√
2L + 1

(30)

and data misfit

�d(α) = |�g −GGG �m(α)|√
K σ

. (31)

Because of the minimization condition in Eq. (14), �d(α)

necessarily decreases monotonically with decreasing α,
while�m(α) increases.While�d(α) by definition decreases
with decreasing α, this is not the case for

��
d(α) = |�g� −GGG� �m(α)|√

K σ � , (32)

themisfit of the untapered syntheticsGGG� �m(α)with respect to
the untapered data �g�. Where ��

d(α) increases with decreas-
ing α while �d(α) further decreases, further update of the
model is not appropriate to better fit the actual tidal signal.
Instead the model starts to fit a significant fraction of the
noise in the data.

Quantity σ � in Eq. (32) is the expected rms noise level in
the (untapered) data, while σ in Eq. (31) and used in Eq. (13)
accounts for the taper loss.

To search for the optimum,we chart�m(α) against��
d(α)

as shown in Fig. 1. Generally, at largeα themodel parameters
are tied to the reference values �mref, �m(α) approaches zero
and ��

d(α) saturates (Fig. 2). With decreasing α, an increase
in �m(α) indicates that model parameters are adjusted in
order to reduce data misfit. There is typically a range of α

where ��
d(α) significantly decreases with moderate increase

in�m(α). Eventually��
d(α) approaches 1, and the rms level

of residuals equals that of the expected estimated noise.
With further decreasing α, the value of �m(α) monotoni-
cally increases, while there appears a threshold above which
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Fig. 1 Misfit curves obtained during the inversion for the stationary
model BF21. Data misfit ��

d(α) is computed for the untapered data
by Eq. (32). Distance �m(α) to the reference model is computed by
Eq. (30). Both are a function of α. The curves for three stages in the
iterative procedure are displayed: initial reference model (green), first
iteration (orange), final model (black)

Fig. 2 Misfit curves obtained during the inversion for the local response
model BF21, first iteration. Data misfit��

d(α) is computed for the unta-
pered data byEq. (32), and datamisfit�d(α) is computed for the tapered
data by Eq. (31) and properly scaled to account for signal loss due to
taper window. Distance �m(α) to the reference model is computed by
Eq. (30). All are functions of α. The misfit curve for tapered (purple)
and untapered (orange) data misfit is displayed. The dashed line shows
the �m level of the first trade-off point at α ≈ 25, and the dotted line
represents the �m of the second trade-off point at α ≈ 0.25

��
d(α) starts to increase again, which indicates that the

procedure increasingly fits noise in the tapered data (over-
fitting). Values of α below this threshold (trade-off point at
�m ≈ 0.01 in Fig. 1) must be avoided.

Usually values of α will be chosen larger than this thresh-
old. In the cases displayed in Fig. 1, the optimal value is
chosen at the first trade-off point, (�m ≈ 10−4, ��

d ≈ 0.88)
because a strong scatter of model parameters is observed for
smaller values of α as discussed below for Fig. 3. Figure2
compares the curve for ��

d(α) with that for �d(α), which
clearly indicates overfitting for α < 0.25.

In addition to the misfit curves, we investigate the ampli-
tude spectrum of �g − GGG �m(α), which should indicate that a
decrease of �d(α) is due to a reduced amplitude of remain-
ders of tidal harmonics in the residual time series.

2.1.5 Unconstrained analysis and wave grouping

In cases where we aim to find the optimal parameters based
on the recorded gravity only (which is the case in moving
window analysis), we set α = 0 and resort to a wave group-
ing approach. The solution nevertheless is computed with
the above given expressions. However, we then compose
wave groups by summing over columns of matricesCCC ini and
SSSini (their matrix elements are C ini

kl and Sinikl , respectively) in
Eqs. (11a) and (11b), thus reducing the number of columns.
The column index l from that point on (in particular for the
derived factors xl and yl ) does no longer specify the tidal
harmonic, but the wave group of tidal harmonics.

Columns contributing to the samewave group are not nec-
essarily adjacent to each other. In particular, we may choose
all columns for tidal harmonics of degree 2 to go into one
group and those of degree 3 to go into a different group
within a given frequency interval. In the data analysis dis-
cussed below, we use an unconstrained approach only in the
framework of a moving window analysis and use a rather
conventional definition of wave groups there.

2.2 Implementation

2.2.1 The rigid Earth tide signal

Although in principle any tidal catalog in the form published
with Eterna 3.40 (Wenzel 1996, 2022) could be used
for this method, we decided on the tidal catalog compiled
by Tamura (1987). This catalog lists 1200 harmonics and is
sufficiently accurate to capture all tidal signals resolvable in
the recorded data. Using this catalog speeds up the computa-
tion of the singular value decomposition in comparison with
using the 12,935 harmonics listed in the catalog compiled by
Hartmann and Wenzel (1995).

Based on the tidal catalog, we compute the ‘rigid Earth
tides’ time series with a modified version of predict
from the Eterna 3.40-package (Wenzel 1996, 2022),
predict rigid. The program is modified such that it
outputs all C rig

kl and its quadrature Srigkl as defined in Eq. (8)
and not just their sum.

2.2.2 The initial tidal parameters

As the initial model X ini
l and Y ini

l , defined in Eqs. (3) and
(11), we frequently use the theoretical body tide model as
implemented in Eterna 3.40 (Wenzel 1996, 2022). It is
based on the contributions byWahr (1981), Zschau andWang
(1985), Dehant (1987), and Dehant et al. (1999). In Eterna,
the amplitude factors are taken for a rotating, elliptical Earth
with parameters of the Preliminary Reference Earth Model
(PREM Dziewonski and Anderson 1981). We call this tidal
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model ‘WDZe.’ Though the theory behind it is viscoelastic,
Eterna 3.40 takes account of the relaxation of elastic
moduli, but neglects the phase; thus, YWDZe

l = 0. We use the
updated FCN (free core nutation) period derived by Krásná
et al. (2013) from VLBI, which is consistent with the theory
for a non-hydrostatic inelastic Earth as presented by Dehant
et al. (1999). This updates the original value used in Eterna
3.40, which was taken from Wahr (1981, his Table 1).

When body tide parameters (gravimetric factor and phase)
for a station specific model are available, we use specific val-
ues for X ini

l and Y ini
l , as derived by a previous tidal analysis

for the respective station (e.g., BF21 ). As will be demon-
strated below, this can have significant consequences in a
moving window analysis.

2.2.3 The solution of the inverse problem

The program used to solve the inverse problem in the sense of
Eqs. (25)–(29) is newly implemented inC++.Wecall itRATA
(Regularization Approach to Tidal Analysis). Essential tasks
of linear algebra are handled by the Eigen-library provided
by Guennebaud et al. (2010).

A filter is applied to all time series consistently. The
synthetic time series sequence as well as observations is
convolved with the same zero-phase finite-impulse-response
(FIR) band-pass or high-pass filter.While inEterna 3.40
the synthetic tidal signalsCCC ini, and SSSini are only scaled by the
filter gain corresponding to the frequency, we apply the full
FIR filter. Thus, we avoid residuals, which otherwise would
result from irregularities in the time scale, which are mainly
due to leap seconds.

RATA offers means to run a moving window analysis. For
a longer time series, the regressors �p,CCC ini, and SSSini as defined
in Eq. (8) need to be computed only once. The program then
subdivides all long time series into shorter, overlapping seg-
ments and computes the inversion result for each segment
separately.

Prior to the actual tidal analysis for the respective data
segment, the program applies a taper to all time series
consistently. Tapering in tidal analysis may be discussed
controversially. In a regression problem where data can be
completely represented by a set of harmonic functions with
known frequency and phase, there is no risk of spectral leak-
age and tapering is dispensable. Tapering, however, helps
to reduce spectral leakage in the recorded data from signals
that are not present in the regressors (Schüller 1976). As
in Eterna 3.40 we apply a cosine window taper to the
time series, which is the square root of a Hann window taper
(Harris 1978). We consider this a compromise between loss
of signal energy and mitigation of spectral leakage.

3 Data

We take level 2 data (60 s sampling interval, correction code
32) for SG056 sensor 1 at Black Forest Observatory [BFO]
(1971) and locally recorded air pressure as provided in the
IGETS data base (International Geodynamics and Earth Tide
Service 2017; Voigt et al. 2016). The instrument is described
by Forbriger and Heck (2018). Zürn (2014) gives a com-
prehensive overview of BFO. The data are preprocessed by
EOST (Boy 2019) and cover the time period from 2009-
10-01 to 2021-03-31 (i.e., 11.5 years). The preprocessing
comprises the scaling to units of acceleration and the removal
of steps. Gaps in the original recording as well as transient
signals (earthquakes, glitches) exceeding a threshold in the
time derivative of the signal are flagged and replaced by syn-
thetic tides in case of gravity and synthetic data from the
MERRA-2model in the case of air pressure. Boy et al. (2020)
discuss consequences of this approach. We use the gap-filled
version of the data. We carefully checked the flagged time
windows (where gaps where filled) in the residuals of our
analyses and could not find signatures of synthetic data above
the usual noise level. For tidal analysis,we decimated the data
to a sampling interval of 15min after application of the finite
impulse response (FIR) low-pass filter n20s5m02, which
is provided together with Eterna 3.40 (Wenzel 1996,
2022). The gain of the filter is less than 10−7 in the stop
band and deviates less than 10−7 from one at frequencies of
4 cpd and smaller. After decimation each time series then
comprises 403,170 samples. Before tidal analysis we apply
the n10m10m2 FIR high-pass filter (provided with Eterna
3.40) consistently to observations and regressors. The cor-
ner frequency of the high-pass is 0.48 cpd.We hence need not
account for drift in the observations. The analyzed frequency
band thus is 0.48cpd to 7.2cpd and well captures tidal con-
stituents from the diurnal, semi-diurnal, and ter-diurnal band
as well as higher frequencies.

We use local air pressure to at least partly correct for the
impact of mass fluctuations in the atmosphere as suggested
by Warburton and Goodkind (1977), Merriam (1992) and
Crossley et al. (1995).

4 The time-invariant local responsemodel
BF21

4.1 Motivation

Schroth et al. (2018) provide a detailed compilation of tem-
poral variation of tidal gravity parameters inferred from
stations in the global network of superconducting gravime-
ters. These variations are obtained by a moving window
analysis (MWA). The tidal model is parameterized by 12
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groups only, because of the window length of three months1.
Schroth et al. (2018) point out that if the ratio of harmon-
ics within these groups should be inappropriate, the beating
(amplitude modulation) of the synthetic tidal signal would
differ from the observations and in consequence cause a peri-
odic variation of tidal parameters as demonstrated by Schroth
(2020, 4.1.2). Such variations are reported for some of the
groups. Possible inadequacies of the model, as discussed by
these authors, in particular are: (1)Thefixed ratio between the
admittance of Earth to tidal forcing of degree 2 with respect
to admittance at degree 3 might be the cause for long period
(8.8 years) variations found for L2 and N2. (2) A modulation
of ocean loading with annual period, as proposed by Müller
et al. (2014), might cause the observed variation in M2. (3)
The diurnal gravity signal contains a component of masses
moved by thermal radiation rather than tidal forces (the so-
called radiation tides) and commonly causing an anomaly in
the parameters for S1, which is subsumed with the K1 group,
which in turn shows a strong variation of tidal parameters.
(4) As well an inappropriate model of the free core nutation
(FCN) resonance is mentioned by Schroth et al. (2018) as a
possible inadequacy in K1. We rule out the latter in this case,
because the FCN parameters obtained from VLBI (Krásná
et al. 2013) and used by Schroth et al. (2018) are much more
accurate thanwhat could be inferred from gravity recordings.

In the discussed cases, time-invariant properties in the
tidal signal, which are not well represented by the uniform
admittance assumed for a wave group, can cause a temporal
variation in the MWA. If the model of the tidal admittance
within a group would be adjusted appropriately, these varia-
tions would be captured by a local model of tidal admittance.
In a first step, we seek such a model for the gravity data span-
ning 11.5 year, by adjusting parameters for each harmonic
listed in the tidal catalog by Tamura (1987).

4.2 Approach withmodel constraint

Even with 11.5 years of data, many of the harmonics in
the catalog are too close to each other in frequency to be
discriminable or are too small in amplitude to be well con-
strained by the observations. The regression problem would
be ill-conditioned, and many parameters would be strongly
affected by noise. To overcome the instability, we regular-
ize the regression as introduced by the objective function in
Eq. (13). With a large α, the regression would just reproduce
the reference model. By gradually reducing α, we explore
for which of the parameters a deviation from the reference is
rewarded by a decrease in data misfit.

The first parameters to depart from their reference are
those for harmonics of large amplitude. The parameters
of their small-amplitude (by orders of magnitude) neigh-

1 In fact, 83 days or less due to filter length and gaps.

bors stay at the reference values or account for noise
in the data. We would not accept a tidal model if the
parameters of minor harmonics differ from their immedi-
ate large-amplitude neighbors. Due to their small amplitude,
a difference to the admittance with respect to their neighbors
is not likely to be resolved since they are prone to noise.
Moreover, there is no physical reason to allow these har-
monics to let their parameter estimates depart from those in
proximity, except at known resonances. This is in agreement
with the ‘credo of smoothness’ (Munk and Cartwright 1966).
We therefore adjust the values for the reference model in a
finite frequency band to the new parameters assumed by the
large-amplitude harmonics. We do this by defining ‘refer-
ence groups,’ i.e., groups for the reference model. Such a
group is then a definition which harmonics share the same
values of referencemodel parameters x refl and yrefl . No group-
ing in the sense of summation takes place, and the number
of free parameters remains constant throughout the whole
procedure. Such parameterization still allows parameters
(adjustment factors) xl and yl of any harmonic to deviate
if further distance to the reference model should be justified
by the data in the following analysis, and hence, the more
significant harmonics could be inferred and the resolution is
not lost.

In the subsequent iteration, we solve the regression prob-
lemwith a constraint to this updated reference model. Where
the parameters of the reference model are appropriate to
express the observed signal, the parameters of the harmonics
will align at the reference values. Where the large-amplitude
harmonics keep further departing from the new reference
level, the referencemodel gets updatedonce again. If parame-
ters of two significant harmonics within one reference group
depart in opposite direction, we split the reference group
into two or more subgroups, to account for the conflicting
constraints imposed by the observed signal. Thiswaywe iter-
atively approach a detailed model of tidal admittance, where
adjusting reference groups based on constraints imposed by
the data is part of the procedure. In this procedure, groups are
not defined solely along frequency. We separate harmonics
of degree 2, three, and four into different reference groups.
The frequency bandwidths of the reference groups for degree
3 and four are much larger than for degree 2. The data do not
call for a stronger frequency dependence for admittance of
degree 3 and four.

In brief, we manually design a tidal model based on the
solution of the model constraint regression. In each iteration,
we use this model as a reference and in that test, whether the
optimized tidal parameters stay with the value of the model.
If not, we update the model accordingly and enter the next
iteration.
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4.3 Iterative procedure

4.3.1 Tidal catalog and parameters

We use the full Tamura (1987) catalog with L = 1200
harmonics. Throughout the entire procedure, we set σ =
1 nm s−1, which corresponds to σ � ≈ 1.4 nm s−1 in the case
of a cosine taper function. We use the WDZe-model for X ini

l
and Y ini

l (l = 1 . . . L) and Rini = 1 nm s−2 hPa−1 as the a
priori model to setup GGG in Eq. (16). All parameter adjust-
ments will be expressed with respect to this model. For the
initial iteration, we set the reference parameters to x refl = 1,
yrefl = 0 (l = 1 . . . L) and r ref = −3.5.

Weexplore themisfit curvewith 51 logarithmically spaced
samples for values of α = 10−5 . . . 105. The misfit curve
for this initial reference is displayed in Fig. 1 by green dots.
For large values of α (bottom-right side of the plot), the
distance to the reference model vanishes and the data mis-
fit approaches the value ��

d ≈ 13 (off-scale in Fig. 1) as
obtained for the WDZe-model. By gradually reducing α, the
model parameters start to depart from the reference, and dis-
tance to the reference model �m(α) increases but ��

d(α)

decreases.Wemeet a first trade-off point at�m(25) ≈ 10−4.
Figure3 (left panel) displays the parameters for O1 and τ1 at
this trade-off point. The parameters for harmonics of small
amplitudes still stick at the reference values (black lines),
while the parameters of harmonics of large amplitude start
to deviate from the reference. Further decreasing α cer-
tainly decreases data misfit to a second trade-off point, at
�m(0.25) ≈ 0.01 in Fig. 1. Beyond this value, the mis-
fit computed for the untapered data ��

d(α) increases again,
although the misfit of the tapered data�d(α) in the objective
function inEq. (19) necessarily further decreases, as shown in
Fig. 2. The model hence is only more appropriate for tapered
than for untapered data, which clearly indicates overfitting.

Despite finding the smallest value of data misfit at the
second trade-off point, we choose the solution for the first.
The reason is demonstrated in the right diagram of Fig. 3.
At the second trade-off point the small-amplitude harmonics
scatter strongly, they are mainly driven by noise in the signal,
and with α ≈ 0.25 the regularization is too weak already.

4.3.2 Reference grouping

The wave groups used by Melchior et al. (1996) serve us
as an initial set. They used a time series of similar duration
(12 years). In the following, we will specify the groups by
the Darwin names of the harmonics with the largest ampli-
tude within the reference group. A full list of the groups in
the final model from the current study is given in Tables 1
and 2. To distinguish tidal parameters for different degrees,
we append * and + to names of degree 3 and four, respec-
tively. There is no standardized nomenclature of tides. Other

notations exist as well in the literature. Tables S1–S3 in the
supplement compare some of them. Where we had to intro-
duce additional groups, we took a Darwin name fromBartels
(1985). In very few cases, we had to introduce new names.
Other than Melchior et al. (1996) we completely separate
degree 3 from degree 2 tides within groups. Narrow groups,
defined by Melchior et al. (1996) only to separate the degree
3 tides from their degree 2 neighbors, weremerged into larger
degree 3 groups.

Figure 3 (left) shows that the parameters for the large-
amplitude harmonics O1, τ1, and O1* depart from the
reference, while their small-amplitude neighbors stay with
the reference due to the regularization. We update the degree
three reference for the entire displayed frequency band to
O1* uniformly. O1 and τ1 depart in opposite direction. For
this reason, we split the frequency range into two reference
groups, O1 at the lower frequencies and τ1 at the higher fre-
quencies, each of them being adjusted to a new reference
value, which is uniformwithin the reference group. Opposite
departure of significant amplitude parameters from a uni-
form reference level always indicates that the data call for
the reference group to be split in two or more subgroups. In a
few cases, we subsequently join (merge) reference groups, if
the new parameter updates indicate that all harmonics in the
larger frequency range couldwell gowith the sameparameter
value.Thiswas applied to degree 2L2 andKNO2 to constitute
L2 (see Table S2 in the supplement for KNO2). All degree
4 harmonics form one single reference group from the very
beginning. Most degree 3 tides were joined into larger refer-
ence groups since due to their small amplitudes the grouping
scheme was too fine and most small tides were not signif-
icant. Tables 1 and 2 in Appendix B specify the groups in
the final reference model. The group symbols used in the
following text refer to these tables. Where a group spans a
larger frequency band, we use parentheses like (γ2,M2, δ2),
which refers to the entire M2 group in Table 5 presented by
Melchior et al. (1996). The symbolM2 in bold font indicates
the largest amplitude harmonic in the group, the harmonic
which usually drives the update of the reference level.

4.3.3 Groups treated specifically

From the very beginning, we split tidal group (γ2, M2, δ2)
into three: (γ2, α2), (ω2,M2) and (β2, δ2) in order to capture
the annual modulation discussed by Schroth et al. (2018).
As the iteration of the model update proceeds, it turns out
that the data call for different levels of all groups from γ2
to δ2. Therefore, we decided to split two M2 satellites from
their previous groups: γ2 (from α2) and δ2 (from β2). More-
over, we split (K1, κ1) from the beginning, where κ1 is the
major amplitude nodal satellite to K1 with Doodson number
165.565.
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Fig. 3 Gravimetric factors for the harmonics in the groups O1 and
τ1. The circles refer to: the degree 2 parameter estimate (blue), the
degree 3 parameter estimate (red), the actual new referencemodel (small
orange; top), and the hypothetical new reference model (small orange;
bottom) for the next iteration. The diameter of circles corresponds to
the logarithm of the harmonic forcing amplitude. Because some of the
minor-amplitude harmonics are obscured by larger dots, each of the har-
monics is indicated by a white dot overlaid to the larger blue ones. The

level of black lines corresponds to the initial reference WDZemodel,
at the given frequency range of the proposed reference groups. Black
squares show the frequency of the harmonic with the largest amplitude.
Top: parameter estimates for the first trade-off point of the misfit curve
at α ≈ 25 and �m ≈ 10−4 (see Fig. 1). Bottom: parameter estimates
for the second trade-off point at α ≈ 0.25 and �m ≈ 0.01. For some
harmonics, the gravimetric factors are off-scale in the bottom diagram

S1 contains the frequency of 1cpd at which the recording
contains gravity signals driven by solar radiation rather than
tidal forces (the so-called radiation tides). For this reason,
we put 164.556 and 164.554 into the separate group S1. For
the reference parameters of their small-amplitude neighbors
164.544 and 164.566 (3% of already small S1), we adjust to
the average of the parameters of P1 and K1.

In cases where the parameters of the major amplitude har-
monic in a group remain at the reference value, we consider
this signal not resolved by the data. In such cases, we merge
smaller groups to larger groups. This primarily took place
for parameters of degree 3 harmonics, and for degree 4, we
end up with one single group M4+ covering the entire tidal
frequency band (all species).

For the very same reason, we initially merged (R2, K2),
because the parameters for R2 remained at the level of the
WDZe-model. The subsequent inversion, however, clearly

indicated that the parameter value previously set for K2 is
not appropriate for R2. The parameter for the latter clearly
departed in direction of the WDZe-model. We then kept R2

and K2 separate in subsequent iterations.
In the last iteration, we identified four additional groups

that might be split: ζ1 (from SGQ1, see Table S1 in the sup-
plement and Table 1), o1 (from Q1), ι1 (from J1) and ω2

(from M2). The new groups do not have established names.
They are treated in a special way in the sense, that after split-
ting these groups, we did not reset the factors to the initial
values, and thus, this action should rather be considered as
the ‘final adjustment.’ The reason for this is the more con-
servative assumption due to their medium amplitude (2–10
times smaller than harmonics in very close frequency vicin-
ity, differing by fourth digit in the Doodson number, except
ζ1). These harmonics could potentially have their estimates
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Fig. 4 Gravimetric factor
(middle) and phase (bottom) of
the BF21-model. The dots are:
the initial reference model
(WDZe, small black), the degree
2 parameter estimate (blue), the
degree 3 parameter estimate
(red), the degree 4 parameter
estimate (green). The phase of
S1 is almost 10◦ (Table 3) and
therefore is off-scale. Estimates
of degree 4 parameter in the
quarter-diurnal band are not
displayed. The values of all
other groups are within the
axes-range of the diagrams.
More detailed plots, showing all
species separately, are in Fig. 9.
The top panel shows the
logarithm of catalog amplitude
after multiplication with
1 × 1010 s2 nm−2

affected by noise and showed ‘unclear deviations’ from the
reference in the previous iterations.

4.3.4 Termination of the iteration

At each iteration, we investigate the misfit curve, the depar-
ture of model parameters from the reference as α decreases,
and the Fourier amplitude spectrum of the data residual. As
we proceed, the necessary updates of the reference model
become smaller and the first trade-off point of the misfit
curve becomes weaker and finally almost vanishes as shown
in Fig. 1. In the first iterations, we clearly see signals at
tidal frequencies vanishing from the residual. As the iterative
procedure progresses, the reduction in data misfit becomes
smaller as shown in Fig. 1, while some narrow-band signals
remain, which apparently are not of tidal origin. We termi-
nate the iteration when no significant reduction in data misfit
is achieved and the model parameters have converged to a
local reference model. We needed 5 iterations (i.e., inversion

runs) including the initial iteration to obtain (and confirm)
the final model

4.4 The final model BF21

The final tidal model, which we call BF21, is specified by the
numerical values of its parameters in Appendix B (Tables 3
and 4). A graphical display is shown in Figs. 4, 5, and 6. Esti-
mates for confidence intervals are discussed in Appendix C
‘Precision and accuracy’ and are displayed in Fig. 9.

The dots in Figs. 4, 5, and 6 are displayed for harmonics in
diurnal, semi-diurnal, and ter-diurnal bands inTamura (1987)
catalog. The factors xl and yl are adjusted to be uniform
within each of the reference groups specified in Tables 1 and
2. Gravimetric factor and phase are computed by Eq. (7) from
the final model parameters

XBF21
l = xl X

WDZe
l − yl Y

WDZe
l (33a)
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Fig. 5 Gravimetric factor
(middle) and phase (bottom) of
the BF21-model in M2 tidal
group. The dots are: the initial
reference WDZe-model (small
black), the degree 2 parameter
estimate (blue), the degree 3
parameter estimate (red). The
top panel shows the logarithm of
catalog amplitude after
multiplication with
1 × 1010 s2 nm−2

Fig. 6 Adjustment factors of the
BF21-model in the NDFW
resonance frequency band. The
dots are: the initial reference
WDZe-model (small black), the
degree 2 parameter estimate
(blue), the degree 3 parameter
estimate (red). The estimates for
two low-amplitude satellite
harmonics of S1 are interpolated
between P1 and K1. The top
panel shows the logarithm of
catalog amplitude after
multiplication with
1 × 1010 s2 nm−2
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and

YBF21
l = yl X

WDZe
l + xl Y

WDZe
l (33b)

corresponding to Eq. (9).
Figure 4 gives an overview of the entire model in terms

of gravimetric factor (left) and phase (right). The parameters
of the WDZe-model are displayed by black dots for compar-
ison. Due to the high-pass filter, no signal is available at the
frequencies below 0.5 cpd. Hence, the parameters there stick
to the WDZe-model and for this reason are not shown. In
the diurnal band, the very narrow FCN resonance dominates
the degree 2 response (blue dots) in gravimetric factor and
correspondingly in phase. In the semi-diurnal band, a kind
of resonant character is seen as well in the gravimetric factor
and the corresponding phase lead of degree 2. The resonance
is less sharp and is presumably due to the signal contributed
by ocean loading. The frequency dependence of the response
at degree 3 is much weaker, with no clear resonance being
present. For the degree 4 response, the model is uniform at
all frequencies by definition of the reference groups. Nei-
ther the degree 3 nor the degree 4 parameters follow the
frequency dependence of the degree two parameters. Fur-
ther, the degree 3 and the degree 4 parameters depart largely
from the reference level in different directions. A common,
uniform ratio between parameters of different degrees obvi-
ously is not appropriate.

As an example for the update of the ratio between degree
two and degree 3 admittance, we take the gravimetric factors
for N2, N2*, L2, L2*, their update with respect to theWDZe-
model and their 2 σ confidence intervals fromTables 3 and 4.
Gravimetric factors are determined to better than 0.2% (2 σ

level). While the gravimetric factors for N2* and L2* are
slightly reduced (by less than 0.5%) with respect to WDZe,
the factors for N2 and L2 are significantly increased (almost
3% forN2 and about 1.4% forL2). The ratio between degree 2
and degree 3 admittance hence changed bymore than 10 σ in
both cases. Bothmodels, BF21 andWDZe, will thus produce
different beating patterns in the tidal signal, where only one
of themcanmatch the data. This,we expect, is the cause of the
periodic variation of parameters in the MWA, as discussed
by Schroth et al. (2018) and Schroth (2020).

Schroth (2020) discusses the temporal variation of the
parameters for the M2 group and the hypothesis that they
are caused by ocean loading in particular. Müller et al.
(2014) investigate apparent annualmodulation of the oceanic
M2-response by adjusting the satellites α2 and β2 in their
time-invariant oceanic tidal model. Likewise we seek for a
finer resolution of the model in the M2 group and split the
band from 1.923 cpd to 1.943 cpd into six groups γ2, α2,
ω2, M2, β2, and δ2 (Table 3). Figure 5 provides diagrams for
the final model parameters focused on this frequency range.
During the iterative procedure, it turned out that the param-

eters of all four satellite groups γ2, α2, β2, and δ2 should be
updated with different values. This pattern produces annual
as well as semi-annual modulation of the signal.

The variation of the gravimetric factor with frequency
(Fig. 4) in the diurnal band is dominated by the FCN reso-
nance. This resonance is specified in theWDZe-model based
on precise results from VLBI observations. The tidal analy-
sis just applies an adjustment to this resonance as shown in
Fig. 6. The strongest deviation from the WDZe-parameters
appears in the gravimetric factor and phase (off-scale in
Fig. 4 right) of S1. This is due to non-tidal (thermal) forc-
ing of masses in the atmosphere, and the parameters do not
represent the tidal response of Earth’s body. For the other
major-amplitude groups in the diurnal band there is little
frequency dependence seen in the adjustment, which indi-
cates that the FCN resonance in the WDZe-parameters is
appropriate.A rather uniform factor is applied,which appears
different for the degree 2 and the degree 3 response.

Amplitude factors for degree 3 tides were investigated by
Ducarme (2012). A collection of M1*, N2*, L2* and M3*
(there: M1, 3MK2, 3MO2 and M3) estimates for 16 SG sta-
tions is presented for comparisonwith differentEarthmodels.
The estimates of these harmonics in BF21 align with his
results from Strasbourg, Bad Homburg, and Wettzell. The
detailed model of degree 3 tides for Moxa presented there
is very similar to the BF21 model in terms of the observed
responsemonotonicity. Even thoughmost of the tidal param-
eters fromBF21 model differmore than confidence intervals,
in these Central European stations the ratio between tides of
degree 2 and 3 changes in the same way along frequency,
which is visible as a systematic trend. All these estimates,
including BF21 confirm that the a priori ratio in all the
studied observatories differ from the theoretical Earth mod-
els, which should cause apparent modulation in the MWA
procedure. The cause for the ratio of degree 2 to degree 3
admittance being different from the prediction in theWDZe-
model most probably is the contribution of ocean loading,
which by definition is not considered in the WDZe-model.
Munk and Cartwright (1966) already pointed to the need to
separate degree 2 admittance from degree 3 admittance for
ocean tides. Sulzbach et al. (2022) present a recent study of
degree 3 ocean tide models.

Accuracy and precision of theBF21-model parameters are
discussed in Appendix C.

5 Themoving window analysis (MWA)

5.1 Implementation

We expect that the BF21-model partly captures the time-
invariant signal modulation (beat) that is reported by Schroth
et al. (2018). To investigate the remaining components in
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the apparent admittance of the Earth (including oceans and
atmosphere), we run a moving window analysis (MWA) like
Schroth et al. (2018) do. We subdivide the total time series
into segments of 90 days length, which overlap such that
the moving window progresses in intervals of 1 day. The full
length time series are prepared in advance by decimation and
filtering the recordings as well as C rig

kl and Srigkl as defined in
Eq. (8).With the parameters of the BF21-model, we compute
the samples (index k) of the initial synthetic tidal signals of
all harmonics (index l)

CBF21
kl = XBF21

l C rig
kl + YBF21

l Srigkl (34a)

and its quadrature

SBF21kl = XBF21
l Srigkl − YBF21

l C rig
kl , (34b)

as defined in Eq. (11). CBF21
kl and SBF21kl are the elements of

matrices CCCBF21 and SSSBF21, respectively.
In order to compute results which are directly comparable

to those presented by Schroth et al. (2018), we use a priori
grouping and dismiss regularization by setting α = 0. We
take the sum over the synthetic signals for all harmonics
within each wave group in matrices CCCBF21 and SSSBF21. The
matrices CCC ini and SSSini, which result from this summation,
contain only 12 columns each. The wave groups are defined
in Table 5.

Within each time window of the MWA, we compute fac-
tors xl and yl with respect to the elements C ini

kl and Sinikl of
matricesCCC ini and SSSini, respectively, byminimizing the objec-
tive function inEq. (13)withoutmodel constraint, i.e.,α = 0.
Thus, we obtain time depending tidal parameters with a value
of gravimetric factor

δMWA
l =

√
XMWA
l

2 + YMWA
l

2
(35a)

and phase

�MWA
l = − arctan

YMWA
l

XMWA
l

, (35b)

where

XMWA
l = xl X

BF21
l − yl Y

BF21
l (36a)

and

YMWA
l = yl X

BF21
l + xl Y

BF21
l . (36b)

The index l specifies the wave group, not the time window.
We run the very same analysis a second time, but with

the WDZe-model as a reference. In Eqs. (34)–(36), BF21
is replaced by WDZe then. The comparison of the obtained

MWA time series for δl and �l shows in how far the BF21-
model appropriately adjusts the beating in the tidal signal.

5.2 TheMWA results

Figures 7 and 8 show the MWA results for selected wave
groups. We overlay the values for the analysis which uses
the WDZe-model (in green) for comparison by the results
shown by Schroth et al. (2018) (in black) to demonstrate the
consistency with their results. Small differences between the
green and the black curves are due to the different handling
of gaps in the raw data.

For all parameters shown in Fig. 7, the amplitude of tem-
poral variation is significantly reduced when running the
MWAwith respect to theBF21-model rather than theWDZe-
model. While the results with respect to the WDZe-model
have clearly periodic character, the results with respect to
the BF21-model almost do not show this. For K1 group, the
annual variation was captured by the more appropriate ratio
between K1, P1, and S1 in the BF21-model. A detailed anal-
ysis showed that the K1/S1 is the more important in this case.
Some periodic variations remain, but with reduced ampli-
tude, and they are less systematic.We suppose they are caused
by thermally driven signal components at the S1 frequency.

Schroth et al. (2018, their Table 4) discuss possible causes
of periodic variations in the MWA results, based on the fre-
quency distance of major tidal contributions. For K1, they
discuss the consequences of the group parameter being not
appropriate for the signal at S1. For μ2 (their 2N2), they dis-
cuss the satellites at a distance of 1/0.56 per year (μ2, the
larger amplitude variational tide fromM2, Bartels 1985). The
parameters for these contributions are adjusted separately
in the BF21-model, and the semi-annual variation conse-
quently is reduced in Fig. 7c and d. Similarly variations at a
period of 0.56 years are expected for N2 (ν2, the larger ampli-
tude evectional tide from M2) and for L2 (λ2, the amplitude
smaller evectional tide fromM2). Both are adjusted indepen-
dently from the rest of the groups in the BF21-model, which
reduces the semi-annual variations in Fig. 7e–h. The groups
N2 andL2 contain significant contributions at degree 3,which
appear as satellites to the main degree 2 harmonic at a dis-
tance of 1/8.8 per year (N2* and L2*, respectively, due to
the revolution of the Moon’s perigee). A modulation with
the corresponding period is obvious in Fig. 7e–h for the
parameters computed with respect to the WDZe-model. The
BF21-model uses independent parameters for the degree 3
tides, adjusted to the observations. Consequently, the varia-
tionswith 8.8 years period are gone, in theMWAwith respect
to the BF21-model.

The BF21-model in the frequency bands of the MWA
groups as listed in Appendix D (Table 5) is in fact more
detailed than what is discussed at the above paragraphs (cf.
Tables 3 and 4). In how far further details contribute to the
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Fig. 7 The results of moving window analysis for tidal groups K1,
μ2, L2, and N2 (top to bottom) for gravimetric factor (left) and phase
(right). Tidal parameters correspond to the main harmonic in the group,

which gives the group its name. Colors: green:MWAwith respect to the
WDZe-model, orange: MWA with respect to the BF21-model, black:
results by Schroth et al. (2018) for comparison
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Fig. 8 The results of moving window analysis for tidal group M2. Top:
gravimetric factor (left) and phase (right). Tidal parameters correspond
to the main harmonic in the group, which gives the group its name.
Colors are: green: MWA with respect to the WDZe-model, orange:

MWA with respect to the BF21-model, black: results by Schroth et al.
(2018) for comparison. Bottom: difference between results with respect
to BF21-model and with respect to WDZe-model

changes between theMWAresultswith respect to theWDZe-
model on the one hand and the BF21-model on the other hand
is not investigated here.

For the M2 group (Fig. 8a and b), the differences between
the two results are not as clear. However, the variation ampli-
tude is clearly reduced in the MWA with respect to the
BF21-model. The variations of annual periodicity are cap-
tured by the fine-grained structure presented by α2, β2, M2,
γ2, and δ2. This becomes obvious, when computing the dif-
ference between both results, as shown in Fig. 8c and d.
Significant variations of rather random nature remain in the
case of M2. The cause for the frequency dependence of tidal
parameters within the M2 group should not be searched in
the Earth body. It might be due to a resonance in the ocean’s
admittance to tidal forcing within the M2 band, which is part
of the loading signal.

6 Conclusions

We implement and demonstrate a robust harmonic tidal anal-
ysis method, which uses a constraint to a reference model in
order to regularize the regression problem. It is robust in the
sense that parameters for each harmonic in the tidal catalog
can be inferredwithout encountering a singularity.No a priori
wave grouping is needed. The solution is found by updating
the referencemodel, where parameters for harmonics deviate
from the reference for specific harmonics. This update is done
uniformly for all harmonics in afinite frequencyband in order
to account for the credo of smoothness.Different adjustments
are only applied, where results of the linear regression prob-
lem indicate that harmonics significantly require different
parameters to reduce the data misfit. In that sense grouping
is applied, but to the reference model only, not to the param-
eters in the linear regression. This grouping is not set a priori
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or by an automatic algorithm. It is the investigators choice
based on data constraints seen in the inversion and in that
sense is data driven. The obtained spectral resolution is not
limited by the time series length and signal-to-noise ratio
and can provide the super-resolution of tides as suggested by
Munk and Hasselmann (1964).

We apply this approach to 11.5 years of gravity data
recorded with the superconducting gravimeter SG056 at
Black Forest Observatory (BFO, Schiltach). With this anal-
ysis, we demonstrate that the robust approach can exploit
the super-resolution of tides. According to the Rayleigh cri-
terion, the fundamental frequency would be 1/11.5 cpy, and
the analysis indicates the mean noise level at≈ 0.88 nm s−1.
This tidal model captures the local response of the Earth
as a whole (including oceans and atmosphere). We separate
the response parameters for tides of degrees two, three, and
four and demonstrate that the optimal model differs from the
ratio between degree 2 and three body tides as hard-coded
in programs like Eterna 3.40, in terms of WDZe. For
L2 and N2, this change is larger than 10σ and has strong
consequences in the MWA, where the periodic variation of
parameters is strongly reduced. Further, we demonstrate that
the constrained approach allows us to identify variations of
tidal parameters in rather narrow frequency bands, which
would be lost in a priori grouping schemes. Then, again we
find that groups (like KNO2) being kept separate in other
studies (e.g.,Melchior et al. 1996; Calvo 2015) do not receive
specific constraints from the data and should be kept together
with their major neighbors (L2 in the case of KNO2).

The final model for sensor 1 of SG056, which we call
BF21, has a very fine structure. In total, we identify 46 degree
2 groups, 14 (purely) degree 3 groups, and 1 degree 4 group,
as given in Tables 1 and 2. This goes beyond what is possi-
ble with traditional implementations, which only allow for
wave grouping being done along frequency. All parameters
estimated by analysis of the 11.5 years of gravity for both
spheres of SG056 are listed in Tables 3 and 4. The estimate
for the air pressure (AIR) factor RBF21 is also displayed there.

The too coarse frequency resolution in traditional, uncon-
strained tidal analysis as reported, for example, by Schroth
et al. (2018) was suspected to be the cause of some of the
temporal variations found for tidal parameters. The results
presented in the current contribution corroborate this hypoth-
esis. We use the local response model BF21 as the a priori
model in an unconstrainedmoving window analysis (MWA).
In that, we replace the WDZe-model, which by definition is
purely theoretical and only accounts for the body response,
by the BF21-model, which additionally contains the time-
invariant ocean-loading response and atmospheric signals.
The MWA uses the same wave grouping as applied by
Schroth et al. (2018). We demonstrate that the quasi-periodic
temporal variations for some wave groups are reduced by
up to a factor of seven in amplitude. For groups M1, K1,

μ2, N2, L2, and S2, periodic temporal variations are clearly
reduced or even vanish. For K1, it is not only essential to
keep the radiation tides (S1) separate, but also to allow for
a small adjustment of the frequency dependence within the
NDFW resonance. The latter most likely is not due to the
FCNmodel used in the a priori body tidemodel beingwrong,
but due to loading effects taking place in this frequency
band. Only part of the variations previously seen for M2 are
captured by the local response model as well. This leaves
room for the remaining variations of the parameters for M2

being caused by time varying ocean loading, as discussed
by Schroth (2020). Some of the constituents (like α2, β2,
or S1), which are responsible for the temporal variation of
larger groups, turn out to be not constant themselves. In the
BF21-model, they do not exactly capture the time-invariant
tidal response of the Earth, but rather the specific response (in
case of α2 and β2) or a specific non-tidal signal contribution
(in case of S1) in the analyzed time window.

This way our analysis clearly shows that in a search for
time-variant components of Earth’s admittance, a detailed
local reference model must be used as a basis to which
adjustments are applied. To find this detailed model of the
local response, regularization and data-driven grouping are
needed. Approaches based on a priori grouping schemes,
like based on the Rayleigh criterion, likely miss essential
properties of the admittance function. Response properties
previously described as time dependent are now described
as frequency dependent, which is more appropriate. This
does not imply any conclusion as to their physical causes.
However, this is an essential step, for example, in the direc-
tion to identify ocean-loading signals in on-shore gravity
records. Tidal ocean models become increasingly sophisti-
cated. Sulzbach et al. (2022), for example, investigate the
difference in tidal admittance for degree 3 and degree 2 in
ocean tides. The results of the current study indeed point
in the direction of ocean loading being different at degree 2
and degree 3. The results shown by Schroth (2020), however,
indicate that current ocean models might not yet be able to
correct for ocean-loading signals beforehand.

The proposed robust approach to tidal analysis allows us
to exploit the super-resolution of tides. It supports a truly
data-driven wave grouping and could in principle be further
developed to infer a continuous and smooth frequency-
dependent model. Moreover, with this approach it is possible
to deliberately test models of Earth’s admittance by setting
a specific reference model and testing whether the data con-
straint drives the parameters of specific harmonics away from
the reference. The trade-off curve (Fig. 1), which uses the
misfit for untapered data, effectively helps to avoid overfit-
ting. The model constraint causes a general tendency toward
the reference model, which is unfavorable. For this reason,
deliberate testing of parameters is an essential part of the
iterative procedure.
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Ciesielski (2023) applies RATA to five European SG sta-
tions and another eight SG stations distributed all around
the globe. The length of these time series vary from 4 years
to 22.5 years and they come with different signal-to-noise
ratios. For all of them, Ciesielski (2023) demonstrates the
exploitability of super-resolution and the reduction of peri-
odic variations in the MWA results, if the improved local
response model is used.

Supplementary Information The online version contains supplemen-
tary material available at https://doi.org/10.1007/s00190-023-01770-
w.
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Appendix A: List of abbreviations and glos-
sary

A.1 Glossary

Adjustment factors x and y (and r ), regression fac-
tors applied to the a priori model that are used to adjust
the implemented complex admittance factors in a priori
model to the data.
Complex admittance factors X and Y , the a priori
model factors, the Earth body response that given the-
oretical model accounts for
Constrained inversion, least squares regression fit with
regularization term, harmonics are treated as separate
regressors
Data error σ , the expected value of the mean noise level
(RMS)
Data misfit �d, a normalized residual, a term in the
objective function that expresses how the estimated syn-
thetic time series deviates from the recorded data; it refers
to the tapered forward operator and data
Data misfit ��

d, a data misfit that results from apply-
ing an estimated model to the untapered time series and
untapered forcing operator
Distance�m to the referencemodel, a term in the objec-
tive function that expresses how the estimated model
deviates from the reference model.
Forcing signals C rig

l (tk) and Srigl (tk), that are elements

C rig
kl and Srigkl of matrices CCC rig and SSSrig, theoretical rigid

Earth tidal forcing assumed for Earth at particular loca-
tion and time
Forcing signals C ini

l (tk) and Sinil (tk), that are elements
C ini
kl and Sinikl of matrices CCC ini and SSSini, theoretical tidal

forcing assumed for Earth at particular location and time,
rigid Earth tide
Group merge, the reference groups that used to have
different common pairs of factors has one common pair
of factors applied to account for parameters that have no
significance inmodel constraint imposed by the observed
signal
Group split, the reference group that used to have one
common pairs of factors is divided into two or more sub-
groups, to account for the conflicting constraints imposed
by the observed signal
Initial model, the reference model with which the iter-
ative procedure starts, here it is local WDZe model,
derived fromPREM. In principle it can be any reasonable
model.
In phase and quadrature, harmonic signals that are off-
set in phase by one-quarter cycle (π/2), two components
to which a harmonic signal with angle modulation can be
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decomposed into; its purpose is linearization of the prob-
lem, mapping amplitude, and phase on complex plane
Local response model (time-invariant), The final solu-
tion of the iterative procedure, to which no further
distance to the reference model is justified by data misfit
decrease; it is expected to capture the significant features
of the locally recorded signal
Misfit curve, curve that displays distance to the reference
model versus (untapered) data misfit for solutions under
various trade-off parameter α

Objective function E , here: also a loss function or cost
function; expresses the terms that have to be minimized
in the least-squares problem
Regularization, imposing additional constraints that
bias the solution to stabilize the inversion; is essential
to estimate a usable solution to an otherwise intractable
ill-posed or ill-conditioned inverse problem.
Reference groups, the sets of harmonics to which the
common reference model factors are applied
Referencemodel, the reasonablemodel which is close to
the expected solution, its difference to estimates is used
as an additional penalty term in LS objective function
Rigid Earth, theoretical Earth model, rigid oceanless
Earth with no atmosphere that does not undergo defor-
mation when tidal field is applied
Taper, a window function by which signal (and regres-
sors) are multiplied to avoid spectral leakage in time
series analysis
Time-invariant properties, signal or model properties
which do not change in time; e.g., FCN resonance,
expected solid Earth response to tidal forcing;
Time-variant properties, that may periodically repeat
or are systematic, mainly refers to beat or particular
phenomena in ocean tides or radiation tides; periodic
time-variant model properties often can be expressed by
a frequency dependence of time-invariant properties
Trade-off parameter α, a number that defines quanti-
tatively whether LS fit seeks more for the data misfit
minimum (variance) or for an additional constraint (dis-
tance to the reference model) minimum (bias)
Trade-off point, point on the misfit curve where its
behavior significantly changes.
Unconstrained inversion, least squares regression fit
without regularization term, tidal harmonics are a priori
grouped
(A priori) wave groups, sums of tidal signals, usually
in defined frequency bands. The a priori body response
is applied and hence the common factors are estimated
for tidal parameters of the group; the purpose of that
parameterization is to stabilize the otherwise ill-posed
problem

A.2 Abbreviations

RATA Regularized approach to tidal analysis
WDZe purely elastic version of body tide Earthmodel by
Wahr–Dehant–Zschau in which phase shift is neglected
but relaxation of elastic parameters is included
BF21 The final local response tidal model for BFO
SG056 lower sensor (G1), obtained with the RATA con-
straint analysis,
BF21G2 The final local response tidal model for BFO
SG056 upper sensor (G2), obtained with the RATA con-
straint analysis.
BF21u The final local response tidal model for BFO
SG056 lower sensor (G1), obtained with unconstrained
analysis (method similar to Eterna 3.40).
MWA Moving window analysis
LS Least squares
SVD Singular value decomposition

Appendix B: The local responsemodel

The definition of wave groups is presented in Tables 1 and
2. The final parameters of the local response model BF21are
presented in Tables 3 and 4.

Melchior et al. (1996) use 3MK1 for Q1*, 3MO1 for J1*,
3MJ2 for 2N2*, 3MK2 for N2*, and 3MO2 for L2*. Bartels
(1985) does not provide Darwin names for degree 3 tides in
his work (Table 2), except M3*.

Appendix C: Precision and accuracy

Tables 3 and 4 list the parameters δ1, �1, xWDZe, and yWDZe

of the final local response model BF21 for each wave group
listed in Tables 1 and 2. They represent the time-invariant
component in the tidal gravity signal recorded at BFO includ-
ing the forcing and the response of the Earth in terms of
its body, atmosphere and oceans. Parameters for different
groups will represent these properties with different accura-
cies, because of: different amplitudes of the constituents, the
model being constrained by the reference, non-tidal signals
in the records, and the time-variant component of Earth’s
admittance. There would be different approaches to esti-
mate error bars to be put at these values, but none of them
would provide an ultimate answer. Statistical considerations
of error propagation, jackknife or bootstrap resampling, syn-
thetic reproduction under the effect of added white noise, or
a systematic analysis of trade-off are just a few that could be
mentioned. In this section, we discuss some selected aspects
of the variability seen in the model parameters, which can
serve as estimates for error bars. Corresponding values of
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Table 1 Definition of degree 2
wave groups in the final
BF21-model. See Table 2 for a
definition of column heads. In
fact, only two harmonics form
S1 group, 164.556 and 164.554.
Other two, containing 3% of the
signal, are interpolated between
P1 and K1. Horizontal lines
indicate boundaries of MWA
groups as specified in Table 5

N Name Lead acc Gr acc Lead amp Gr amp Min freq Max freq Doodson

nm s−1 nm s−1 log( V ·1010
nm2 s−2 ) log( V ·1010

nm2 s−2 ) cpd cpd number

26 ζ1 0.718 1.864 7.165 7.572 0.721500 0.823399 115.855

15 SGQ1 1.850 2.900 7.578 7.774 0.824605 0.833112 117.655

16 2Q1 6.193 7.886 8.113 8.218 0.851182 0.859690 125.755

16 σ1 7.464 10.025 8.195 8.323 0.860896 0.870023 127.555

12 o1 8.877 10.086 8.267 8.323 0.887327 0.893097 135.645

12 Q1 47.060 48.130 8.992 9.001 0.893244 0.896129 135.655

15 ρ1 8.968 12.088 8.270 8.400 0.897807 0.906315 137.455

23 O1 253.110 306.397 9.710 9.793 0.921941 0.930449 145.555

21 τ1 3.315 5.652 7.825 8.057 0.931964 0.940487 147.555

15 LK1 7.288 11.440 8.161 8.357 0.958086 0.965827 155.455

7 M1 20.271 25.075 8.605 8.698 0.966137 0.966740 155.655

14 χ1 3.877 5.422 7.887 8.033 0.968565 0.974188 157.455

7 π1 6.949 7.315 8.144 8.167 0.989049 0.995143 162.556

7 P1 118.550 120.276 9.377 9.384 0.996968 0.998028 163.555

4 S1 2.789 3.869 7.751 7.893 0.999853 1.000147 164.556

8 K1 352.730 359.850 9.858 9.866 1.001825 1.002738 165.555

5 κ1 47.796 48.837 8.990 9.000 1.002885 1.003651 165.565

4 ψ1 3.081 3.193 7.751 7.767 1.005329 1.005623 166.554

11 ϕ1 5.160 6.091 8.011 8.083 1.007595 1.013689 167.555

12 ϑ1 3.762 5.019 7.887 8.012 1.028550 1.034467 173.655

8 J1 19.610 20.479 8.605 8.624 1.036292 1.039030 175.455

12 ι1 3.888 4.886 7.903 8.002 1.039177 1.044800 175.465

12 SO1 3.217 4.334 7.825 7.954 1.064841 1.071083 183.555

19 OO1 10.613 21.109 8.343 8.642 1.072583 1.080944 185.555

56 V1 2.062 7.034 7.625 8.157 1.099161 1.216397 195.455

26 3N2 0.771 1.704 7.547 7.889 1.719381 1.823399 225.855

15 ε2 1.996 2.774 7.960 8.103 1.825518 1.837969 227.655

13 2N2 6.824 7.565 8.495 8.540 1.853920 1.862428 235.755

16 μ2 8.239 9.492 8.577 8.639 1.863634 1.872142 237.555

18 N2 51.943 54.866 9.374 9.398 1.888387 1.896748 245.655

20 ν2 9.880 11.754 8.652 8.728 1.897954 1.906462 247.455

7 γ2 0.822 1.020 7.569 7.663 1.923766 1.927417 253.755

4 α2 0.941 1.009 7.628 7.659 1.929389 1.930154 254.556

4 ω2 10.216 10.367 8.664 8.670 1.931361 1.932127 255.545

9 M2 273.830 274.069 10.092 10.092 1.932274 1.933187 255.555

7 β2 0.829 0.870 7.573 7.594 1.934393 1.935321 256.554

12 δ2 0.322 0.746 7.161 7.527 1.936983 1.942753 257.555

6 λ2 2.021 2.223 7.959 8.001 1.958233 1.963708 263.655

25 L2 7.741 11.732 8.543 8.724 1.965827 1.976926 265.455

8 T2 7.397 7.741 8.526 8.546 1.991787 1.998287 272.556

5 S2 126.500 126.812 9.759 9.760 1.999706 2.000766 273.555

5 R2 1.057 1.350 7.682 7.788 2.002591 2.003032 274.554

18 K2 34.329 46.717 9.194 9.328 2.004710 2.013689 275.555

29 η2 1.907 3.590 7.941 8.216 2.031288 2.047390 285.455

9 2S2 0.317 0.517 7.161 7.373 2.067579 2.073496 293.555

33 2K2 0.501 1.776 7.359 7.908 2.075940 2.182843 295.555
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Table 2 Definition of degree 3
and four wave groups in the
final BF21-model

N Name Lead acc Gr acc Lead amp Gr amp Min freq Max freq Doodson

nm s−1 nm s−1 log( V ·1010
m2 s−2 ) log( V ·1010

m2 s−2 ) cpd cpd number

29 Q1* 1.662 3.802 7.397 7.756 0.784060 0.901148 135.555

14 O1* 0.876 1.536 7.105 7.349 0.924222 0.937440 145.655

12 M1* 5.460 7.101 7.892 8.006 0.960514 0.971760 155.555

36 J1* 1.923 4.442 7.454 7.817 0.997424 1.149127 175.555

12 3N2* 0.216 0.672 6.557 7.048 1.755363 1.832803 225.755

13 2N2* 1.247 1.832 7.319 7.486 1.854524 1.869714 235.655

12 N2* 4.575 5.702 7.881 7.976 1.890816 1.903886 245.555

13 M2* 0.696 1.443 7.059 7.376 1.926960 1.940178 255.655

8 L2* 4.261 5.387 7.846 7.948 1.963252 1.973732 265.555

26 K2* 0.230 1.329 6.582 7.345 1.997262 2.115426 275.455

29 MN3* 0.900 1.627 7.613 7.871 2.753244 2.869713 345.655

11 M3* 3.299 3.573 8.175 8.210 2.892640 2.903886 355.555

11 ML3* 0.187 0.377 6.928 7.233 2.927107 2.940325 365.455

17 MK3* 0.427 0.752 7.290 7.536 2.965990 3.081254 375.555

24 M4+ 0.039 0.785 6.284 7.215 2.789226 3.937897 455.555

The column heads are N: Number of harmonics in tidal catalog constituting a reference group; Lead acc: RMS
of acceleration of the most significant harmonic; Gr acc: RMS of acceleration of the total signal of the group;
Lead Amp: Catalog tidal potential V amplitude of the most significant harmonic; Gr Amp: Catalog tidal
potential V amplitude of the total signal of the group; Min/Max freq: The smallest and the highest frequency
in a group, respectively; and Doodson: Doodson number of the most significant harmonic. Logarithms are
taken to the base of 10. Horizontal lines indicate boundaries of MWA groups as specified in Table 5, where
commonly M4+ constitutes one group together with 3cpd tides

error estimates are given in Tables 3 and 4 together with the
model parameters.

C.1 Exploring constraints

Significant information on the constraints put by the grav-
ity data on the model parameters is already obtained during
the iterative procedure discussed above. Changes in model
parameters are repeatedly tested against the regularization
constraint. A deviation from the initial WDZe reference
model will only be accepted, if the recorded data call for it.
This deviation is represented by a deviation of factors xWDZe

l
and yWDZe

l from 1 and 0, respectively. This procedure and
its consequences for the wave grouping chosen in the final
model are discussed above.

C.2 Results for the second gravity sensor

The difference between the analysis results for two co-
located sensorsmay represent a lower limit for the confidence
intervals. The SG056 is a dual-sphere instrumentwhich oper-
ates two different gravity probes within the same sensor unit.
Forbriger and Heck (2018) describe the essential proper-
ties of this instrument. The probe mass of the lower sensor
(G1) is 17.7 g, and the upper sensor (G2) in the unit uses a
sphere of 4.34 g.Data recordedby the former typically appear

less noisy, although it more likely saturates during stronger
groundmotion. The parameters for theBF21-model (Tables 3
and 4) are computed for data from sensor G1.

We additionally analyze data from sensor G2 in the very
same (model-regularized, iterative) way and for the same
time window as described above for the analysis of G1 data.
In Tables 3 and 4, the parameters for this BF21G2-model are
referred to as δ2 and �2. Because both sensors operate in the
same unit they practically experience the same environmen-
tal noise source (including gravity noise from the atmosphere
and hydrosphere aswell as some instrumental noise sources).
The inferred tidal model would be expected to be identical,
though it is not. The difference δ2−δ1 and�2−�1 between
the model parameters of both models is a measure for uncer-
tainty and bias being produced by trade-off in the inversion
as well as different instrumental noise and gap handling. The
accuracy of the model parameters must not be assumed to be
better than these differences, which are given in Tables 3 and
4 as well.

C.3 Unconstrained inversion

Using the groups defined in Tables 1 and 2 for an a priori
grouping, we run an unconstrained inversion for the data of
sensor G1. The values for gravimetric factor δu and phase
�u for this BF21u-model together with confidence intervals
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Table 3 Degree 2 parameters for the BF21-model

Wave δ1 �1 xWDZe yWDZe δ2 − δ1 δu − δ1 2σ(δu) �2 − �1 �u − �1 2σ(�u)

/ ◦ / 10−4 / 10−4 / 10−4 / 10−4 ◦ / 10−4 ◦ / 10−4 ◦

ζ1 1.1645 −0.7939 1.0094 0.0140 25 466 88 839 5470 4163

SGQ1 1.1645 −0.7939 1.0094 0.0140 −26 −11 38 77 −650 1878

2Q1 1.1530 −0.7189 0.9995 0.0125 12 8 12 111 −25 584

σ1 1.1504 −0.6463 0.9972 0.0112 5 −1 10 171 −60 480

o1 1.1472 −0.2656 0.9946 0.0046 39 −37 22 −267 −2366 1084

Q1 1.1472 −0.2638 0.9946 0.0046 2 −5 3 42 −183 132

ρ1 1.1471 −0.1725 0.9946 0.0030 −5 3 8 −305 −40 401

O1 1.1489 0.0850 0.9963 −0.0015 0 0 0 4 −1 15

τ1 1.1556 0.0955 1.0021 −0.0017 −1 −10 15 1072 −118 767

LK1 1.1530 0.2522 1.0003 −0.0044 0 −1 10 −19 −96 521

M1 1.1519 0.2517 0.9993 −0.0044 1 1 4 −38 −58 191

χ1 1.1479 0.1874 0.9960 −0.0033 −7 2 18 1241 27 921

π1 1.1491 0.2737 0.9998 −0.0048 5 2 9 −427 17 441

P1 1.1500 0.1989 1.0019 −0.0035 1 0 1 37 13 26

S1 1.1882 10.8910 1.0195 −0.1962 102 250 31 −8500 3210 1465

K1 1.1370 0.2537 1.0031 −0.0044 0 0 0 30 −1 14

κ1 1.1360 0.3016 1.0034 −0.0053 −2 1 2 45 −16 99

ψ1 1.2699 −0.0092 1.0012 0.0002 1 −2 22 −1121 −80 1002

ϕ1 1.1763 0.1658 1.0064 −0.0029 −5 3 12 1032 −172 586

ϑ1 1.1573 0.0692 1.0016 −0.0012 11 −1 19 1751 121 927

J1 1.1577 0.1386 1.0021 −0.0024 1 −1 7 160 54 326

ι1 1.1577 0.1389 1.0021 −0.0024 −15 −22 55 739 510 2748

SO1 1.1558 0.3909 1.0010 −0.0068 −7 −1 23 −513 114 1150

OO1 1.1545 0.1050 1.0000 −0.0018 4 3 9 360 248 461

V1 1.1452 0.3973 0.9921 −0.0069 −16 8 44 −1876 −21 2206

3N2 1.1394 2.0397 0.9838 −0.0350 −18 −112 77 −1230 6630 3923

ε2 1.1392 2.3419 0.9834 −0.0402 −4 −2 31 340 379 1568

2N2 1.1533 3.0533 0.9949 −0.0531 2 0 9 68 56 468

μ2 1.1551 2.7101 0.9968 −0.0472 1 1 7 63 55 364

N2 1.1738 2.6477 1.0130 −0.0468 1 0 1 13 20 61

ν2 1.1751 2.6463 1.0142 −0.0469 −5 1 6 52 46 298

γ2 1.1933 0.9732 1.0308 −0.0175 −20 −50 73 577 7659 3518

α2 1.2083 0.4484 1.0439 −0.0082 −37 102 65 −133 1174 3065

ω2 1.1866 2.0296 1.0245 −0.0363 −22 −24 10 521 466 465

M2 1.1866 2.0301 1.0245 −0.0363 2 1 0 26 −4 19

β2 1.2372 1.1532 1.0687 −0.0215 14 234 73 145 2824 3336

δ2 1.2111 1.3043 1.0460 −0.0238 3 −343 124 567 23,379 6022

λ2 1.1830 1.6129 1.0216 −0.0288 −1 1 30 −495 166 1440

L2 1.1909 1.4913 1.0285 −0.0268 0 0 8 116 −102 386

T2 1.1913 0.4209 1.0291 −0.0076 12 −2 8 −306 99 405

S2 1.1885 0.5681 1.0268 −0.0102 −2 0 0 59 21 24

R2 1.1746 1.4646 1.0144 −0.0259 −133 28 48 −847 588 2312

K2 1.1902 0.8176 1.0282 −0.0147 2 −1 2 100 −229 110

η2 1.1884 0.5598 1.0267 −0.0100 −9 35 44 −796 257 2128

2S2 1.1546 0.0142 0.9975 −0.0002 −12 −131 278 576 2806 13,966

2K2 1.1607 −0.1239 1.0028 0.0022 56 179 209 −29 −2170 10,184

See Table 4 for a definition of column heads
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Table 4 Degree 3 and four parameters for the BF21-model

Wave δ1 �1 xWDZe yWDZe δ2 − δ1 δu − δ1 2σ(δu) �2 − �1 �u − �1 2σ(�u)

/ ◦ / 10−4 / 10−4 / 10−4 / 10−4 ◦ / 10−4 ◦ / 10−4 ◦

Q1* 1.0831 1.2829 1.0093 −0.0226 26 −142 99 −4029 19, 691 5305

O1* 1.0867 1.3182 1.0127 −0.0233 53 42 56 −2695 5596 2966

M1* 1.0836 0.9002 1.0099 −0.0159 −9 −2 10 304 −74 542

J1* 1.0846 0.0126 1.0110 −0.0002 −5 16 94 −85 −2295 4961

3N2* 1.0758 0.0475 1.0028 −0.0008 −24 −127 221 −642 −3236 11,922

2N2* 1.0649 0.0888 0.9927 −0.0015 9 −22 55 −1714 41 2990

N2* 1.0703 0.1322 0.9977 −0.0023 −2 −2 15 −543 114 823

M2* 1.0683 −0.0438 0.9958 0.0008 −24 −45 95 920 −229 5137

L2* 1.0681 −0.2997 0.9956 0.0052 −2 2 16 −179 −41 837

K2* 1.0677 0.3926 0.9953 −0.0068 11 −198 177 145 10, 576 9695

MN3* 1.0640 0.0621 0.9948 −0.0011 3 −3 58 159 −633 3148

M3* 1.0667 0.2893 0.9974 −0.0050 6 0 17 −104 −2 897

ML3* 1.0717 0.0535 1.0021 −0.0009 6 199 275 −37 4357 14,418

MK3* 1.0682 0.2150 0.9988 −0.0037 4 −20 179 −597 5586 9628

M4+ 1.0283 0.0143 0.9936 −0.0002 1 −52 106 −17 12, 345 5918

AIR −3.2826 X −3.2826 X −338 211 23 X X X

The columns heads are: Wave: Name of the group as defined in Table 1. δ1: gravimetric factor of the harmonic of largest amplitude. �1: phase
lead for the harmonic of largest amplitude in degrees. xWDZe: in-phase factor with respect to the WDZe-model. yWDZe: quadrature factor with
respect to the WDZe-model. δ2 − δ1, δu − δ1, �2 − �1, and �u − �1: differences between parameters from different models (see below and text).
2σ(δu), 2σ(�u): confidence interval for a 2σ confidence level for gravimetric factor and phase, respectively. δ1, �1, xWDZe, and yWDZe refer to
parameters of the BF21-model obtained from constrained inversion of data from sensor 1 of SG056. δ2 and �2 are gravimetric factor and phase
of the BF21G2-model obtained from constrained inversion of data from sensor 2 of SG056. δu and �u are gravimetric factor and phase of the
BF21u-model obtained from unconstrained inversion of data from sensor 1 of SG056. The actual gravimetric factor and phase vary within the wave
group due to the frequency dependence in particular in the diurnal band. Factors xWDZe and yWDZe are constant within the wave group and apply to
the frequency-dependent WDZe-model and are given additionally for this reason. While M4+ is given with its δ factor, the degree 4 body response
is different for different tidal species. The gravimetric factor presented in the table corresponds to M4+ harmonic, i.e., (455.555). The factors xWDZe

and yWDZe are identical for all degree 4 tides

at the 1σ -level are displayed in Fig. 9 and compared to the
parameters of the BF21-model. The differences δu − δ1 and
�u − �1, for gravimetric factor and phase, respectively, are
given in Tables 1 and 2.

C.4 Error propagation

The confidence intervals shown in Fig. 9 are computed by
unconstrained inversion after a priori wave grouping. These
values represent error propagation based on the covariance
matrix of the linear regression and the variance of the resid-
ual of the fit. They are a statistical measure of the variance if
the residual is Gaussian white noise. Although the fit resid-
ual, as is known, deviates from Gaussian white noise, this
provides a helpful estimate of confidence intervals. We list
confidence intervals 2σ(δu) and 2σ(�u) at the 2σ -level in
Tables 3 and 4. As expected, the smaller the signal ampli-
tude of the respective group (see Tables 1 and 2), the larger
the confidence interval. Diagrams display 1σ interval, while
the tables and discussion use 2σ levels. The inconsistency is
intentional.

C.5 Comparison

For most of the groups, the models BF21 , BF21u , BF21G2
estimates δ1, δ2, δu and �1, �2, �u appear consistent within
the 2σ intervals, in particular for those of larger amplitude
like O1, M1, P1, K1, κ1, J1, 2N2, N2, L2, S2, K2, M1*, and
M3*. For some groups, the difference to the unconstrained
model is not consistent within these intervals, like the ζ1 and
M4+. The estimates for themmaybe questionable due to their
small amplitude, anyway, and are kept close to the reference
in the constrained cases.

The error propagation for S1 indicates a precision, which
obviously does not match the found discrepancy, which for
the gravimetric factor is eight times the 2σ -interval for the
unconstrainedmodel and three times for themodel for sensor
G2. S1 is a case, where the assumption of Gaussian white
noise in the residual most likely is violated, due to the non-
tidal radiation driven signals at this frequency. Forψ1,ϕ1, and
ϑ1 (all in the vicinity of the FCN resonance), the difference in
gravimetric factors obtained from both sensors is within the
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Fig. 9 Parameters for themodel BF21u as obtained from unconstrained
linear regression after a priori grouping (see text). Their confidence
intervals at the 1σ -level are displayed as error bars. The horizontal
bars specify the frequency interval of the respective group. They are

compared with the parameters of the BF21-model as is obtained by
constrained, iterative inversion (blue, red, and green dots show param-
eters for degree 2, 3, and 4, respectively)
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2σ -interval, as well as the difference for the unconstrained
model. The situation for the phases is less clear.

A similar situation is seen near M2. The error for M2

is generally small due to the large amplitude of the signal.
Nevertheless, the error propagation appears to underestimate
the error intervals. For M2, we expect a time-variant loading
contribution from the oceans and the white Gaussian noise
assumption is inappropriate. α2, β2, γ2, and δ2 are used to
capture a slight time-invariant resonance-like feature seen in
the semi-diurnal band at M2. They show a similar situation
like discussed above for ψ1, ϕ1, and ϑ1.

Both models BF21 and BF21G2 result from a constrained
inversion. The two may show a bias in the direction of the
WDZe-model, which was used as the initial reference. This
may be the cause, for differences between parameters of
BF21 and BF21G2 being smaller than the corresponding dif-
ferences between parameters of BF21 and BF21u for some
waves.

C.6 Time-variant admittance

The results from the moving window analysis indicate that
the actual admittance changes with time. Hence, there exists
no single true value with error bars. The results specify a cor-
ridor in which the parameters of local time-invariant model
are expected to be found. In that sense, the error bound in
Tables 3 and 4 is consistentwith the variation shown in Figs. 7
and 8. In fact, it appears that the time-invariant parameters
for μ2, N2, and L2 are derived with a higher accuracy than
the remaining variation seen for the larger groups contain-
ing these constituents. Certainly, the local response model is
constrained by 11.5 years of data, a time span much larger
than the period of the remaining cycles seen in the MWA.

Appendix D: TheMWAmodel

If MWA is carried out, tidal harmonics have to be grouped a
priori, due to the short length of time series in each window.
The grouping as defined by frequency ranges (indicated by
reference groups) is used for the MWA without regulariza-
tion, but with a priori grouping as specified in Table 5.

Appendix E: Supplementary material

Along with the manuscript, we provide supplementary mate-
rial in a text document and data files:

• tables with names of tidal waves according to different
authors in comparison with the symbols used in the cur-
rent study,

• figures of the moving window analysis (MWA) for all
wave groups (Table 5),

Table 5 Definition of a priori groups for the moving window analysis
(MWA). For diurnal and semi-diurnal species, some harmonics from
degree 3 reference groups were split into the corresponding frequency
bands of degree 2 tides, i.e., harmonics from J1* were distributed into
K1, J1, and OO1 MWA groups. Degree 4 M4+ tide was split in similar
manner into corresponding MWA wave (tidal) groups

Reference groups Name Min freq Max freq
/ cpd / cpd

(ζ1, Q1, ρ1) Q1 0.501370 0.911390

(O1, τ1) O1 0.911391 0.947991

(LK1, M1, χ1) M1 0.947992 0.981854

(π1, K1, ϕ1) K1 0.981855 1.023622

(ϑ1, J1, ι1) J1 1.023623 1.057485

(SO1, OO1, V1) OO1 1.057486 1.470243

(3N2, μ2) μ2 1.470244 1.880264

(N2, ν2) N2 1.880265 1.914128

(γ2,M2, δ2) M2 1.914129 1.950419

(λ2, L2) L2 1.950420 1.984282

(T2, S2, 2K2) S2 1.984283 2.451943

(MN3*, M3*, MK3*) M3* 2.451944 4.000000

• histograms of tidal parameters for all wave groups as
derived from the moving window analysis,

• spectra of the parameter time series of tidal parameters
as obtained by moving window analysis,

• animations that display estimates under different trade-
off parameters α (extension of Figs. 1–4),

• and a flowchart of the RATA method.
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